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ABSTRACT
TREMOR CONTROL
Sandeep Kumar Bhanoori, M.S.
Department of Electrical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Dr. Donald Zinger, Director

Essential Tremor is caused by the contraction of the antagonist muscles in human beings
and is generally defined as an involuntary, rhythmic and roughly sinusoidal. Although tremor is
not life threatening, it causes social inconvenience affecting many of the daily living tasks.
The human hand tremor cannot be completely eradicated in the Parkinson’s disease
people but can be controlled using the technology. Tremor in Parkinson’s disease can be treated
using the drug therapy, but it leads to side effects in the long term. Hence, this study is attempted
to develop a mechanical model and simulate it based on non-invasive methods. Before
developing a mechanical model of human arm, data is extracted by performing experiments on
the human hand tremor to investigate its properties.
This thesis involves developing an exoskeleton similar to the average specifications of a
human arm to control the tremor, using the accelerometer as the sensor and motor as an actuator.
The experimental setup consists of a solid cylinder made of steel based on two heavy load
bearings. The two stepper motors are connected on both faces of the cylinder one on each face.
One of the motors are connected to the ground so that it can create tremor and the other is floating
without being connected to ground and this motor is used to counteract the tremor vibrations.
The results are obtained in the form of graphs using the accelerometer sensor to calibrate the
system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Rationale

The recent study of biomechanics has increased and working hard to improve the life of
people with differential capabilities. The integration of engineering and medical fields leads to the
enhancement of technologies that benefit the people living with these differential capabilities in
their day to day life.
This study analyses and assesses the human arm tremor. Various studies have been carried
out in this area of human arm tremor. This study will concentrate on human arm tremor in
Parkinson’s disease people. This type of tremor can be defined as the rhythmic vibrational
movement which can be observed at a relatively fixed frequency and amplitude.
According to Parkinson's disease Foundation statistics, over one million people in the US
and over seven to ten million people across the world suffer from the Parkinson's disease and there
are about 60,000 new diagnoses each year. Also an increase in number of young onset PD
(Parkinson's Disease) cases, in the age group of 21 to 40 year olds [1]. One of the prominent
symptoms in PD patients is the neurological syndrome Parkinsonism, which is characterized by
tremor, hyperkinesia, rigidity and postural instability. Essential Tremor is another common
neurological condition affecting 10 million people in the United States which cause shaking of the
hands, head and voice in the affected patients. Essential Tremor affects a considerable population
of 5 to 6 percent of individuals above the age of 65 [1] and is common in all parts of the world.
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The tremor in initial stages of the Essential Tremor (ET) is similar to the one observed in
Parkinson’s disease. Though not life threatening, these symptoms cause functional disability and
social convenience in the patients. Thus the need for an effective and personalized management of
the disease has become very important which can help the patients deal with the movement
disorders which results in lower quality of life and is the main cause of depression.
The Parkinson’s tremor usually affects the hands and feet while sometimes it may even
affect the lips, tongue and jaws. Biomechanical solutions for these physical syndromes can help
these patients manage with their day to day activities and help improve their quality of life. Hence
the design and the functioning of the exoskeleton aims to suppress the tremors experienced in the
human arm of PD and Essential tremor patients and help the patients with better control on their
hands.
There are two types of tremors in Parkinson’s disease patients. One is resting tremor and
the other is postural tremor. Resting tremor occurs when the muscles are relaxed and limbs are
fully supported. Postural tremor appears when a part of the body is maintained in a fixed position
and may also persist during movement. The vibrations in resting tremor has a frequency in the
range of 3 -7 Hz which occurs in up to 75% of individuals with Parkinson’s disease. Postural
tremor is usually observed between 5 - 12 Hz and is symptomatic in around 60% of Parkinson’s
disease patients [1].
This study develops a one degree of freedom mechanical model of human arm and a
vibration control to suppress the tremor. Wearable robots or exoskeleton is a mechatronic system
that provides a direct transfer of mechanical power and exchange of information between the
physical interface of the exoskeleton and the person wearing it. Initially designed to carry out
power amplification and tele-operation, these exoskeletons were also explored for its potential in
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creating rehabilitation and assistive devices for older and disabled. In such a pursuit, rehabilitation
robotics researchers have been exploring the potential of the exoskeletons to suppress the tremors
experienced by ET and PD patients and provide some relief and assistance in carrying out day to
day activities. Tremors are classified based on different aspects such as the position of the body
part (resting tremor or postural tremor), affected body part, frequency and amplitude of the tremor;
and based on the etiology of the tremor.
1.2 Literature Review

Parkinson Disease was primarily explained by Dr. James Parkinson, a British Physician,
who has published an essay entitled “An Essay of Shaking Palsy” that was published in 1817. He
explained this tremor vibrations in the human body as “involuntary tremulous motion, with
lessened voluntary muscular power, in parts, not in action” and “that agitation continues in full
force whilst the limb is at rest and when unemployed; and sometimes diminished by calling the
muscles into employment”.
Either a PD or essential effected patient or a non-patient, everybody has some amount of
tremor but each individual has a different level of involuntary movement [2]. The movement for a
healthy Individual should be typically small which can also be called as physiological tremor, but
for a neurologically diseased person, such as a PD suffering patient, there is a significant hand
tremor vibrational movement where the patient cannot control the movement [3] [4].
The involuntary arm tremor frequently occurs at very low frequency which is in the range
of 1.5 Hz which is called cerebellar lesions to 25 Hz a normal hand tremor [3] [4].
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The frequency of the postural tremor may be similar or higher than that of the resting
tremor. A pharmaceutical called Propranolol [3] [4] is the treatment of choice for essential tremor.
The minimum dose of which is able to decrease tremor, not only in the head but also in the hands.
There are many factors which may trigger the tremor in humans, for example, during
mental stress, during a stroke, family history of tremor, alcohol and others [5]. Drinking coffee
may also cause hand tremor because of an ingredient called the caffeine in the coffee. Caffeine can
stimulate many Neuro-receptors, including adenosine receptors in the central nervous system. [3]
[4]
Norman et al. performed the measurement of tremor with the help of using a velocity
transducer and proposed that the linear tremor oscillates with an amplitude of + 4mm to +6mm,
and with a velocity at + 200 m/s [4] [6] and with an acceleration of the range + 10 m/s. From the
above findings, it can be said that the acceleration and amplitude for postural tremor of Parkinson’s
patient was in the range of +10 m/s [4] [6] and linear amplitude is in the range of + 5mm. The
frequency and amplitude of tremor oscillations have inverse relation in which the frequency will
increase decreasing the amplitude in the tremor. From the literature review, it was found that the
frequency of human postural tremor for parkinson’s occurred at low frequency coherence in the
range of 5 to 12 Hz. [3] [4]
Hall [7] has proposed a proof mass concept to active control of human motion disorder. He
used linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) which measures linear displacement. The
control theory used an accelerometer and LVDT which he states increases the accuracy. [7]
Rocon, Belda - Lois, Ruiz, Manto, Moreno, and Pons proposed an active control technique
to suppress the tremor motion. This technique used gyroscopes instead of accelerometers. Strain
gauges in a wheatstone bridge are used as force sensors [8]. The control strategy is of two types
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which include impedance control method and notch filtering method at tremor frequency. The
impedance control method tries to control the stiffness of the arm which may sometimes hinder
the arm motion and also causes more strain and stress in the arm.
1.3 Previous Work

A lot of research has been made on reducing the Tremor. The main basis of the current
Research is based on the previous work conducted at Northern Illinois University. Each of them
are briefly discussed below.

1.3.1 Rakesh Valusa: Simulink Representation of Active Control of Human Hand Tremor of
Parkinson's disease.

This is the research conducted by Rakesh Valusa under the guidance of Dr. Donald Zinger.
In this research the tremor and voluntary motion characteristics are analyzed. The transfer function
of the hand plant model is deduced and the feedback control technique is used. PID and PD
controllers are designed and simulated. It was found that the PID controller doesn’t suppress the
tremor as desired. Hence, a PD controller is used instead of a PID controller to actively control the
tremor. The output of the PD control is a torque command that is used to suppress the tremor.
The controller transfer function is deduced and calculated by using the controller gain
values. The simulink model is built with the plant model and controller as feedback. A Butterworth
band-pass filter of first order is designed to filter out the noise and the voluntary motion signals
for the 60Hz bandwidth [8]. Block diagram of the schematic is shown in figure 1 and a picture of
the whole schematic is given in figure 2.
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Figure 1: R. Valusa’s proposed control technique. [8]

Figure 2: R. Valusa’s Simulink schematic model. [8]
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The Simulink model is simulated three times. These signals include tremor signal only,
voluntary motion only and both signals together. When the simulation is done with only the tremor
signal, it was observed that the deflection output of the arm has been suppressed in the steady state
as shown in figure 3. When simulated with only voluntary motion, the model response was as
desired shown in figure 4. When simulated with both the tremor signal and voluntary motion
signal, the tremor was able to suppress the tremor oscillation while maintaining most of the desired
voluntary motion as shown in figure 5. This was the main purpose of this thesis. Also it was found
from the graphs that the arm inertia and motor inertia of the system did not change when the system
is simulated without control and with control.

Figure 3: Deflection of arm with only tremor in Valusa's model. [8]
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Figure 4: Deflection of arm with only tremor and control in Valusa's Model. [8]

Figure 5: Controller output torque for tremor and control in Valusa's model. [8]

1.3.2 Sandeep Ganti: Suppression of Essential Tremor

This research has been conducted by Manikya Sandeep Ganti under the Guidance of
Dr. Abhijit Gupta. In this project an aluminum hand arm model was designed similar to the lengths
and weights of the average human arm. A wearable exoskeleton was developed using different
materials such as aluminum and carbon fiber. A closed loop control system was built by designing
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PID controllers and applying feedback control technique. A picture of the block diagram and the
complete schematic is provided in the figure 6 and figure 7, respectively. The hand arm model was
excited multiple number of times using a spring connected to the bottom of the lower aluminum
hand arm model.

Figure 6: S. Ghanti’s block diagram. [5]

Figure 7: S.Ghanti’s LABVIEW design. [5]
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Programming was done in National Instruments LabView software. The data from the
tremor signals was stored continuously to analyze and also to perform analysis. This data was
given as an input to the PID controller where the output was fed to the actuator to control the
tremor. A picture of the PID control signal is provided in figure 8 and figure 9. Tuning the gains
for the PID controller was done according to the Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) Oscillation Method which
explains to increase the gains of the PID parameters until the loop starts oscillating. The gains
appeared to be 0.4 for proportional, 0.3 for integral and 0.11 for derivative. The results show that,
the control system built was able to counteract the tremor by driving up the stepper motor when
the accelerometer senses it with a small error. A graph showing the error is provided in figure 10.

Figure 8: Tremor with PID control. [5]

Figure 9: Tremor with PID control for a time period. [5]
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Figure 10: Error. [5]

1.3.3 Divya Uppuluri: Sensing and Analysis of Vibrations of Tremor [9]

This research was been conducted by Divya Uppuluri under the guidance of Dr. Donald
Zinger. In this thesis, the PCB was designed for the voltage regulator and the motor driver together.
The inputs for the voltage regulator are given from the 12V battery. The voltage regulator IC 7805
converts the 12 V to 5V. As the voltage driver, L293D requires 5V supply; this 5V supply obtained
from the voltage regulator acts as the input to the driver. The stepper motor driver is driven by the
commands given by Arduino UNO and the motor driver runs the stepper motor according to it.
The gyroscope will sense the vibrations and the data is fed into Arduino UNO which is in
interfaced to the LabVIEW through the USB cable. The components are supplied with the
necessary input voltages from the 12V battery and the 5V from output of voltage regulator. An
additional application involves the implementation of a smartphone application that senses the
tremor vibrations, and data is transferred to a laptop wirelessly. The smartphone application can
be downloaded easily, and when the person holds the phone, the tremor is measured by the inbuilt
gyroscope that is present in the Smartphone. The gyroscope reads the values of roll, pitch and yaw
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and will be displayed in the application. The data from the smart phone is being transferred by
using the TCP/IP Protocol [9]. An Arduino UNO code was developed to produce the desired
vibrations in the model designed using the stepper motor and stepper motor driver. The angular
vibrations are sensed using the gyroscope which senses the three axis vibrations. The data was
obtained in the National Instruments LABVIEW software and is analyzed. The raw X, Y and Z
values as a function of time were plotted in the LABVIEW.

Figure 11: Human arm Design. [9]

Figure 12: Basic Wiring Diagram. [9]

CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH THEME
Essential Tremor is a very complex vibration which combines both linear vibrations and
angular vibrations. But from the general observations in the articles and video documentaries on
essential tremor it was observe that the most dominating vibrations are the angular vibrations as
shown in figure 13. These vibrations are of very small and varying amplitudes and with the
frequencies ranging from 5 Hz to 12 Hz. A picture of a PD effected patient trying to draw a circle
is given in figure 14.

Figure 13: Picture showing angular tremor.

Figure 14: Essential Tremor effected patient trying to make a circle.
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The basic idea behind this thesis is to counter act the tremor vibrations particularly the
angular tremor vibrations by using the concept of moment of inertia. Using this principle we create
an anti-vibration with a phase exactly in opposite, with a phase difference of 180 ̊. This concept of
anti-vibrations was already been used for the similar application focusing on the Parkinson’s and
Essential Tremor effected patients as the stabilizer spoons (see figure 15).

Figure 15: Self-stabilizing feeding spoon.

The concept of the Self-Stabilizing feeding spoon can be used for stabilizing the tremor
itself. The tremor creates an angular vibration with different amplitudes. We can calibrate the
specifications of the tremor vibrations and can produce the anti-vibrations to neutralize the tremor.
The theory behind of the current thesis is based on the project done by Maikya Sandeep
Ganti under the guidance of Abjith Guptha [5]. But the approach to obtain the conclusion is quite
different. Some limitations were observed in the practical application of the apparatus made by
Manikya Sandeep Ganti. The previous project had a carbon fiber cuff which is mounted around
the arm and the cuff is connected to the control motor by using a pair of linkages to transfer the
anti-tremor vibrations to the arm model. This model has some practical limitations as the
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exoskeleton structure contains a stepper motor which is placed externally to the system. This heavy
stepper-motor produces imbalance in the equilibrium of the system by changing the center of
gravity of the arm which is shifted from the center of the arm to some un-expected position which
may lead to the additional troubles that the arm may get inclined towards the direction of the motor
which produces unnecessary strain in human arm.
To overcome some of these challenges from the previous models we are proposing a new
theory which not only overcomes most of these limitations, but also inherently possesses all the
advantages of the existing models.
•

It is very effective in controlling the tremor through a feedback control system controlled
by a microcontroller and a current controlled circuit to maintain the torque.

•

Does not affects the center of gravity of the system, hence no imbalanced in the system.

•

It is very compact.

•

Very effective.
The most important part of the design, which fulfills all the objectives of this research

without introducing any imbalance in the system and providing the designers with very flexible
options in operation is the “Cuff Motor”.
As shown in the figure 16, the stepper motor is referred to as cuff motor mainly because of
the reason that this motor was designed to be able to wear it as a “Cuff”, around the arm. The
motor has a bore in the center of the structure to facilitate its ability.
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Figure 16: Picture of a Cuff Motor. [10]

The idea behind the cuff motor is, when the PD effected patients wear this cuff motor the
control circuitry produces the anti-vibrations in the motor thus canceling out the vibrations using
the torque cancellation technique.
Further working with this research, attempts were made to find the existence of such motor
in the commercial industry and tried to contact the company which can offer such products. But,
the company which offers such cuff motors replied, saying that these cuff motors are been used
previously in the Robotics arms, but they are not manufactured anymore. There might be a possible
chance of requesting for a special purchase order for one motor but the price for each motor would
be around $1500 - $2000.
The finance involved in this thesis is adequately less than the amount involved in ordering
the cuff motor alone. So, as a proof of concept it was decided to perform the same experiment
without using a cuff motor, but using a similar apparatus which is built using the similar principles
used for the cuff motor.
To make this proof of concept about the theory behind the cuff motor, we have designed
an alternate model which works on the exact same principle of producing anti vibrations to the
actual tremor vibrations and balancing and nullifying using the concept of inertia.
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The alternative model consists of a metallic cylinder which acts as the average human arm
connected to two stepper motors, each of them connected each face of the cylinder. One of the
stepper motors creates the vibration in the cylinder which is similar to the vibrations in the PD
tremor. This motor is connected to the base as reference. The other stepper motor is connected to
other face of the cylinder and this stepper motor acts as the replacement for the pre-assumed “Cuff
Motor”. This stepper motor is connected in such a way that the base of this motor dose not touch
the ground. Visually, this motor looks like it is floating in the air but still connected to the cylinder
through the shaft. Thus when this motor starts vibrating, it creates inertia, as a result of the moment
of inertia because of the mass of the stator of the stepper motor, which is in turn used to counteract
the tremor vibration. This is the similar principle involved in the cuff motor.
2.1 Designing of the Control Circuitry

It is very important to control the torque of the motor to match the tremor vibrations with
exact amplitude, frequency and anti-torque. So for this reason a current control feedback system
is proposed to design, used for controlling the torque.
The below provided in figure 17 is the block diagram is a circuit schematic of the system
used for building the apparatus.

Figure 17: Block Diagram of closed loop control System.

CHAPTER 3
HARDWARE COMPONENTS

This thesis involves the hardware implementation of sensing and designing of a controller
to control the angular vibrations of the tremor. The hardware components used in this thesis are a
sensor, an actuator, a data acquisition system and a power supply unit. An actuator is a motor
that is responsible to convert electrical energy to mechanical torque. Stepper motor is used as an
actuator in this thesis. After some research on sensors, the sensor that is found to be ideal to
measure angular vibrations is gyroscope. The data acquisition system that is chosen is Arduino
Uno which is reliable and able to receive samples at higher rates. Further description of these
components is given in this chapter.
3.1 Cuff Motor.

The most important part of the design which fulfills all the objectives of this research
without introducing any imbalance in the system and providing the designers with very flexible
options in operation is the “Cuff Motor” [10] (see figure 18).

Figure 18: Picture of a Cuff Motor. [10]
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The motor discussed above is an application which is usually used in the robotic arms. The
motor is same as any other usual motor with a rotor and a stator but the difference lies in its
working. Usually any other motor has a stator which is always expected to be static and the rotor
is the one which is expectedly always rotating. But this particular “Cuff Motor” [10] does not have
a specific stator. Both the inner frame and outer frame are rotating parts and they move relative to
each other. If the inner frame is mounted and given supply the outer frame rotates and if the outer
frame is mounted and given supply the inner frame rotates.
As it is already discussed the major application of the cuff motor is the robotic arm. They
are manufactured to get high positional accuracy and with required torque and speed. The
operation and characteristics are very similar to the operation of the stepper motor. A picture
showing the speed vs torque characteristic is given in figure 19.

Figure 19: Torque Speed Characteristics of a cuff motor.
3.2 Sensor: Gyroscope Module L3G4200D
The Gyroscope module L3G4200D is a 3-axis angular rate sensor that tracks motion in
three axes, X, Y, and Z, shown in Figure 20, and provides data values for raw X, Y and Z. The
sign of the values indicates the direction of rotation. This module is designed to be compatible
with various microcontrollers and with different voltage requirements [11]. Picture showing the
principle operation of a 3-axis gyroscope is shown in figure 20.
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Figure 20: Three-axis rotation sensed by gyroscope. [11]
The 3-axis L3G4200D gyroscope is shown in Figure 21. The pin outs for the gyroscope
are shown in Figure 22 with the basic wiring in Figure 23.

Figure 21: Three-axis gyroscope L3G4200D. [11]
3.2.1 Features [11]
•

3-axis angular rate.

•

Supports I2C and SPI communications.

•

Three selectable scales: 250/500/2000 degrees/sec (DPs).

•

High shock survivability.

•

Embedded temperature sensor -40 to +185°F (-40 to +85°C).

•

Embedded power-down and sleep mode.

•

16-bit-rate value data output.

•

8-bit temperature data output.
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3.2.2 Key Specifications [11]
•

Power requirements: 2.7 to 6.5 VDC.

•

Communication interface: I2C (up to 400 kHz) or SPI (10 MHz; 4 & 3 wires).

•

Operating temperature: -40 to +185 °F (-40 to +85 °C).

Figure 22: Pins of 3-axis gyroscope. [11]

Figure 23: Basic wiring for 3-axis [11] gyroscope.

The L3G4200D gyroscope is compatible with most of the microcontrollers. In this case
the gyroscope is connected to an Arduino Uno microcontroller. The code required to run the
senor is provided in the Appendices. The specifications of each pin of the gyroscope sensor is
given in table1.
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Table 1
Pins of 3-axis Gyroscope L3G4200D. G=Ground, I=Input, O=Output.

3.3 Data Acquisition System: Arduino UNO

3.3.1 Introduction

An Arduino, shown in Figure 24 is an open-source prototyping platform based on
ATMEGA microcontroller [5]. It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which six can be used as
PWM outputs), six analog inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack,
an ICSP header, and a reset button[12]. Arduino is built with everything needed to support
microcontroller which can be programmed by connecting to a computer through a USB cable. The
specifications of the microcontroller is provided in table 2.
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Figure 24: Arduino UNO. [12]

3.3.2 Technical Specifications [12]

Table 2
Technical Specifications of Arduino UNO [12]
Microcontroller

AT mega 328

Operating Voltage
Input Voltage(recommended)

5V
7-12 V

Input Voltage ( limits)
Digital I/O Pins
Analog pins

6-20 V
14 (of which 6 provide PWM output)
6

DC Current per I/O pin
DC Current for 3.3 V pin
Flash Memory

40mA
50mA
32KB of which 0.5 KB used by boot

SRAM
EEPROM
Clock Speed

2KB
1KB
16MHz
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3.3.3 Power

There are two ways to power Arduino UNO, one of which is via USB connection to
computer and the other is using an external power supply as shown in figure 25. This external
power supply can be from an AC-DC adapter or a battery. The recommended range for the
external power supply is 7-12 volts. In this thesis, Arduino UNO is powered by the USB
connection. The power pins available for jumper boards are shown in figure 26.

Figure 25: Power sources for Arduino Uno. [12]

Figure 26: Power pins of Arduino UNO. [12]

VIN: The input voltage can be applied to Arduino through this pin, or if the voltage is applied
via the power jack, it can be accessed from this pin.
3.3V: The voltage regulator on the board generates a voltage of 3.3V on this pin. The maximum
current drawn is 50mA.
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5V: The input supplied to the board depends on the source of supply which can be either from.
DC power jack (7-12V), the USB connector (5V) or Vin pin (7-12V). This pin yields a regulated
5V output voltage from the input applied.
GND: Ground pin.
IOREF: Voltage reference for the operation of Arduino Uno is provided by this pin.

3.3.4 Communication

The Arduino UNO board facilitates the communication with other Arduino,
microcontroller, sensor and computer. The microcontroller on the board allows USART serial
communication through the TX and RX pins on the board. The serial monitor of the Arduino
software allows simple text data to and from Arduino board. When the data is being transmitted,
the TX/RX LEDs will flash accordingly [12]. In this thesis, two communication protocols, I2C
and SPI, which are supported by Arduino Uno are used.
3.3.4.1 I2C Communication Protocol
In I2C communication protocol, shown in figure 27, the message sent is split into two
frames: an address frame and date frame. Address frame consists of the address of the slave to
which the message is being delivered and the 8-bit data message is placed in the data frame. Data
is placed on SDA line when SCL goes LOW and is sampled when SCL line goes HIGH. [13]
Start Condition:
The master device initiates the address frame by setting SCL high and SDA low. This
indicates all the slave devices that transmission is going to start. If two master devices wish to
transmit the data simultaneously, the one that set SDA low first gains control of the bus. [13]
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Figure 27: Working of I2C communication protocol. [13]
Address Frame:
Master starts the communication by sending the address frame indicating the address of
the slave to which the data is being transmitted along with the indication of type of operation
(Read: 1 Write: 0). Having received the address frame sent by master, the slaves compare it with
their own addresses. If the address matches, that particular slave sends an acknowledge signal to
the master.
Data Frames:
Once the master receives the acknowledgement signal, the data transmission will begin.
The clock pulses will be generated continuously by the master at regular intervals and the data
will be placed on SDA by master or slave depending on the type of operation.
Stop Condition:
Once the data transmission has been done, the stop condition will be generated by the
master. The stop condition will be indicated either by low to high or high to transition on SDA
line with the SCL line still high.
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3.3.4.2 I2C Protocol in Arduino UNO

In this thesis, Arduino is programmed to communicate with gyroscope in a Master
Reader/Slave Sender configuration via the I2C communication protocol. In order to achieve this
communication, Arduino wire functions are used. Arduino, the master, is programmed to read data
from the uniquely addressed slave, gyroscope as shown if Figure 28. The data received from the
gyroscope is viewed in Arduino serial window. The communication between Arduino and gyro
takes place in the same procedure as explained earlier in I2C protocol.

Figure 28: Connections of Arduino with Gyroscope.
3.4 Power Supply

3.4.1. Introduction

Power supply is an electronic device which supplies electrical energy to electrical load.
Every piece of electronic equipment is powered from a DC source, be it a battery or a DC power
supply. Most of this equipment not just requires a regulated DC voltage. The DC voltage source
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used in this thesis is a bench power supply or commonly known as regulated power supply (RPS)
as shown in figure 29.

Figure 29: Regulated power supply (RPS).

The power from the RPS is taken at two different voltage levels. The first voltage level is
driven at 24V for the stepper motors. The stepper motors in the apparatus are working at their
peak load so they are operated at their power consumption. The second voltage level is set at 5V
which is used for powering the two microcontrollers.
3.5 Stepper Motor

3.5.1. Introduction

A stepper motor is an electrical motor that converts digital pulses into mechanical shaft
rotations [14]. A discrete number of steps constitute a revolution and the motor must be sent a
pulse for each step. In this thesis, the stepper motor is rotated using the speed control commands
of the Arduino program. As the digital pulses increase in frequency, the step movement
changes into continuous rotation, with the speed of rotation directly proportional to the
frequency of the pulses [14]. A picture of a Lin Engineering 5704M-10-01 stepper motor is shown
in Figure - 30.
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Figure 30: Stepper motor. [14]

3.5.2. Motor Driver

Every motor requires a motor driver to govern the performance of the motor. It may be
used to start or stop a rotation of a motor, to determine the direction of rotation, select or regulate
the speed or torque, or to protect against overloads. The motor driver used to drive the stepper
motor in this thesis is Lin-Engineering R208 motor driver which is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31: R208. [14]
R208 acts as a current amplifier as it takes an input of less current and yields high
current which is required to drive a motor. This IC consists of two H-Bridge circuits and is
capable of stepper motor both in forward and reverse directions. The connection pins are shown
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in Table 3. The motor operation is controlled by the input logic given at the pins # 5 and pins
# 9. For the motor operation to start, the enable pin 4 must be floating. The pin configuration of
R208 and the corresponding color to that input logic are as shown in Table 3.

Table 3
Pin configuration of Lin Engineering R208 stepper diver
Pin #

Wire Color

Connected to the following pin
of the microcontroller

Function

1

Red

12 V Power Supply

Motor Supply Voltage

2

Black

Common Ground

Step resolution 1

3

Brown

Common Ground

Step Resolution 2

4

Black/White

No Connection

Enable/Disable

5

Orange

Pin 7 of microcontroller

Direction Control

6

Green

Common Ground

Power Ground

7

White

Common Ground

Logic Ground

5 V Supply from Micro8

Blue

Opto-Supply
controller

9

Yellow

Pin 13 of Microcontroller

Speed Control

In this thesis, the stepper motor movement is determined by writing a code in Arduino
Uno with the help of built-in stepper library. For this we need a stepper motor and an appropriate
driver to control the stepper motor.

CHAPTER 4
HARDWARE DESIGN

As the research involves working on a human arm which can produce a vibration similar
to the PD effected patients. As an alternative for this situation an artificial human arm model is
designed with the average specifications of an actual arm. The standard specification is that an
average human arm weighs about 2.5 Kg weight with approximate 25 cm of length. Thus a
Chrome-Coated low Carbon Steel Rod, 1-3/8” Diameter, 1’ Length solid cylinder has been chosen.
This structure is referred as metallic cylinder or metallic rod throughout this paper. The picture of
the whole hardware system is provided in the appendices. The system consists of a solid cylinder
mounted on two cast iron bearings with shaft diameter equal to 1-3/8”. The cylinder is provided
with two bores each on the center of the each face. The shaft of the LIN Engineering 5704M-1001 has been screwed into these bores using a through-hole screw. Each Lin Engineering 5704M10-01 motor is controlled using a dedicated driver IC – LIN Engineering R208 stepper driver. And
each driver is controlled using two dedicated Arduino Uno microcontrollers.
The weight of the cylinder is approximately equal to the weight of the average human arm
i.e. 2.26 Kg. this was done to make sure the inertia of the cylinder provided is equal to the inertia
of the human arm in real timer. Thus the inertia of the cylinder is approximated as
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I cylinder = M * r /2
Mass of the cylinder =2.26 Kg
Radius of the cylinder = 1.25 in = 3.175 cm
I cylinder = (2.26 Kg * (3.175 cm) 2)/2
I cylinder =11.39 Kg cm2
Similarly, the inertia of the motor is calculated. This motor refers to the stepper motor
which is used for counteracting the tremor vibrations.
I Motor = (M * L2)/6
Mass of the motor = 0.680 Kg
Length and width of the motor = 2.25 in = 5.71 cm
I Motor = (0.680 * 5.712)/6
I Motor = 3.69 Kg cm2
Thus the balancing between the tremor vibrations and motor vibrations results in their
torque cancelations. Thus the torque involved in the system is calculated as follows.
Torque = Iα
Since the condition for the cancelation of inertia between the motor and the cylinder, the
torque required by the motor to cancel the tremor vibration is same as the torque produced by the
tremor.
Since,
So,

Torque Cylinder = Torque Motor
I cylinder * α cylinder = I Motor * α Motor

Since the moment of inertia of the motor and the moment of inertia of the cylinder are
approximately three times the acceleration of each other.
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Thus

3 * I Motor * α cylinder = I Motor * α Motor
α Motor = 3 * α cylinder
Therefore from the above mentioned theory the tremor vibrations can be cancelled by using

the acceleration as mentioned above.
The whole apparatus is designed in such a way that the user or the experimenter has a
complete freedom and control over each individual parameter. The parameters considered are the
Variables which significantly affect the result output and also which can be controllable. The
uncontrollable parameters being the friction induced because of the bearings, alignment between
the stepper motor which created eth tremor vibration and the cylinder and the Stepper motor which
counteracts the tremor vibrations. The controllable parameters considered are the pulse frequency,
phase and amplitude of the motor causing the tremor vibrations & pulse frequency, phase and
amplitude of the motor which is counteracting the tremor vibration. The sensor which collects the
resultant data is also considered as an individual parameter which should not be effected by the
other controllable or uncontrollable parameters. To allow the above mentioned controllable
parameters to be controlled individually and independently three Arduino micro-controllers are
installed separately each for both the stepper motors and the gyroscope sensor. The Schematic for
the circuit use for connecting all the components of the hardware together is provided in
figure 32.
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Figure 32: Picture showing the block diagram of the complete system.

From the combination of the above mentioned hardware design and the schematic circuit
the final apparatus has been wired up together to serve the actual purpose of tremor control by
counteracting the tremor vibration produced by the stepper motor which represent the actual tremor
vibrations caused due to Essential Tremor with another stepper motor which has been selected to
cancel out the tremor vibrations using the concept of torque cancellation. The resultant vibrations
produced due to the mutual effect of both the stepper motor recorded using the gyro sensor. The
pictures of the final apparatus has been provided in the appendices.

CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENT

The input tremor vibrations are produced by one of the motors, also termed as the cause
motor, which makes the solid metal cylinder vibrate resembling the vibrations produced by the
tremor. Thus with this torque produced in the cylinder, which is supported on two metal bearings,
is being vibrated. The effect motor or the other stepper motor which has been employed to
counteract the tremor vibrations, is placed on the other face of the cylinder and is made to vibrate
with the phase exactly in opposite or 180 ̊ phase shift or is vibrated in the opposite direction to
counteract the vibration created by the cause motor. This motor is also termed as effect motor. The
only difference between the cause effect motor and effect motor is only in terms of its arrangement.
i.e., the cause motor is connected to the common reference or a common wooden base on which
the bearings are also supported thus allowing the cylinder to vibrate. But the effect motor is not
connected to the wooden base i.e. it is only connected to the cylinder by its shaft. So the effect
motor while in operation looks like it is floating in the air.
The control program given to the cause stepper motor and the effect stepper motors is
programmed in such a way that the frequency of the tremor vibration is 8.33Hz. This particular
frequency is selected due to the fact that the vibration produced by the essential tremor ranges
between 5Hz - 12 Hz. So a random and optimum value is selected by the series of experiments
conducted. Though the frequencies of the cause motor and the effect motor are same, to match the
differences in inertia between the cylinder and the effect stepper motor the amplitude of the effect
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stepper motor is made as the third multiple of the amplitude of the cylinder. Which ultimately
represents as the angular acceleration (α). Thus the amplitude of the cylinder is 2.25 ̊ and the
amplitude of the effect stepper motor is 6.75 ̊. Much care was taken while using the cause stepper
motor but controlling the torque output from the motor. This torque must be exactly enough to
start and maintain a constant and uninterrupted vibration. Any amount of torque which is more
than the above mentioned will cause unnecessary alterations in the amount of inertia produced by
the effect stepper motor. A gyroscope is fixed on the metallic cylinder to track the resultant
vibrations in two cases.
i.

To study the input vibrations produced by the cause stepper motor.

ii.

And to study the resultant vibration due to the combined effect of the cause stepper
motor and the effect stepper motor.

The output from the system is recorded using a gyro sensor which records the angular
vibration signals and outputs the value in the form of values using in the serial monitor of the
Arduino IDE. This gyro sensor is connected to its own, dedicated microcontroller. This is an
intentional use of individual microcontrollers for each applications for the reason that the change
in the value of one application should not disturb the working of the other application and to have
complete control over the system.
The results obtained during the above mentioned experiments are documents using the
Microsoft excel by indicating the time on the X-Axis and output values provided by the gyroscope
sensor on the Y-Axis. Two of such results are compared in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 6
RESULTS

The below graphs are the outputs from the above mentioned hardware operation.
Test 1 - Input Vibration Graph
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Figure 33: Picture showing the vibration signals produced by cause stepper motor in test 1
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Test 1 - Output Vibration Graph
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Figure 34: Picture showing resultant vibration signals produced by both stepper motors in test 1
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Figure 35: Picture showing the vibration signals produced by cause stepper motor in test 2
Test 2 - Output Vibration Graph
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Figure 36: Picture showing resultant vibration signals produced by both stepper motors in test 2
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Above provided are two pairs of graphs as results from Test - 1 and Test – 2. From the first
pair of graphs (see figure 33 and figure 34), the first graph indicates the tremor vibrations from the
cause motor only. This graph clearly shows that the amplitude of the vibration is even and its value
is approximately equal to 1000 Units. But, from the second graph which shows the combined effect
of cause stepper motor and effect stepper motor, clearly shows that the amplitude of the vibration
varies between 500 units to 1500 units and in a systematic fashion. The result is a superimposed
resultant wave of two parent waves of equal frequency but with different phase. The same is the
case with the Test 2 (see figure 35 and figure 36). Given below is an example of a super imposed
waves and their result.
From figure 37 and figure 38, it is evident that if the two waves are in the same phase then
they form a superimposed wave of twice the amplitude throughout the sample period and if the
two graphs are exactly opposite in phase then they form a null wave or they cancel out each other.
But from the above results it is evident that the phase difference between both the input tremor
wave and output motor wave are not exactly in 180 ̊ phase shift.

Figure 37: Picture showing the resultant of in phase and out of phase waves.
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Figure 38: Picture showing the resultant of two waves with a phase difference.

This effect is due to the fact that the clocks of both the microcontrollers connected to the
respective stepper motors, besides the best efforts are still out of phase. And the reason behind this
phenomenon is that there is no practical method to programmatically or schematically match the
clocks of the two micro controllers and besides the best efforts there is at least some difference in
phase which ultimately produces the same effect.
It is also evident from the graphs that if there is a possibility to match the phase of the cause
motor and effect motor then we can considerably reduce the effect of tremor.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

Thus from the above experiment the tremor can be controlled by using the method of torque
cancellations. The above experiment which is done as a proof of concept for the actual cuff- motor
apparatus and the experiment satisfactorily defines that the concept of torque cancellation using
the inertia of the arm and the motor. In the results of the above experiment it is clear that the
microcontrollers were not in exact opposite in phase, which is making the vibrations from the
cause motor and the vibrations from the effect motor superimpose with each other to produce the
resultant waves. This problem can be overcome by using the phase locked loops. The reason
behind not using the phase locked loops for this experiment is that the f above experiment is just
a proof of concept and more over it is not possible to phase lock two microcontrollers as in the
other circuits. So from this, it is evident that when we build an actual circuit involving the actual
cuff motor and control circuitry we can embed a phase locked loop so that the motor is in
synchronize with the tremor generated sensor signal (since no more cause motors are used) and
there is not more resultant waves generated. The output would be a single straight line.

Chapter 8
FUTURE WORK

There is a very high potential in this research for its future work. This research was intended
to use on patients by using the cuff motor. But because of the limitations put forth involving the
cost of the cuff motor placed a limitation and forced to prepare an alternative which can actually
prove the theoretical concept behind the research.
Since the research could satisfy the principle and theory as a proof of concept, this research
can be continued by using the actual cuff motors to accurately calibrate the effect with more
accurate results. And, since the research also has a limitation of non-synchronized phase of the
parent waves. This can be overcome by synchronizing the parent waves using the phase locked
loop circuits to the control circuitry.
In the real time application since the actual human arm cannot provide the phase of its
vibration, in this case the phase locked loop circuits can be used between the gyroscope and the
control circuitry of the cuff motor.
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APPENDIX - A
CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER WHICH IS USED FOR DRIVING THE STEPPER

MOTOR WHICH CAUSES THE TREMOR VIBRATIONS.
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Program:
int motorClock=8;
int motorDir=9;
void setup(){
pinMode(8,OUTPUT);
pinMode(9,OUTPUT);
}
int i,t,x=0;
void loop(){
if((x%2)==0)
digitalWrite(motorDir, HIGH);
else
digitalWrite(motorDir, LOW);
t=3000;
digitalWrite(motorClock, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(t);
digitalWrite(motorClock, LOW);
delayMicroseconds (t);
i++;
x=(i/10);}
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APPENDIX - B

CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER WHICH IS USED FOR DRIVING THE STEPPER

MOTOR WHICH IS USED FOR COUNTERACTING THE TREMOR VIBRATIONS.
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Program:
int motorClock=8;
int motorDir=9;
void setup(){
pinMode(8,OUTPUT);
pinMode(9,OUTPUT);
}
int i,t,x=0;
void loop(){
if((x%2)==0)
digitalWrite(motorDir, LOW);
else
digitalWrite(motorDir, HIGH);
t=1000;
digitalWrite(motorClock, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(t);
digitalWrite(motorClock, LOW);
delayMicroseconds (t);
i++;
x=(i/30);
}
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APPENDIX - C

CODE FOR MICROCONTROLLER USED FOR GYROSCOPE WHICH IS USED FOR

COLLECTION OF THE DATA FROM THE RESULTANT TREMOR VIBRATION.
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Program:
//Port SDA Connected to port A4
//Port SCL Connected to port A5
#include <Wire.h>
#include <L3G4200D.h>
#include <SD.h>
L3G4200D gyroscope;
const int chipSelect = 4;
unsigned long timer = 0;
float timeStep = 1;
int pitch = 0;
int roll = 0;
int yaw = 0;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println("Initialize L3G4200D");
while(!gyroscope.begin(L3G4200D_SCALE_2000DPS,
L3G4200D_DATARATE_400HZ_50)) {
Serial.println("Could not find a valid L3G4200D sensor, check wiring!");
delay(500);
}
gyroscope.calibrate(100);
Serial.print("Initializing SD card...");
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pinMode(10, OUTPUT);
if (!SD.begin(chipSelect)) {
Serial.println("Card failed, or not present");
return;
}}
void loop(){
timer = millis();
Vector norm = gyroscope.readNormalize();
// pitch = pitch + norm.YAxis*10;
pitch = pitch + norm.YAxis * timeStep;
// pitch = pitch + ((norm.YAxis * timeStep)/114);
Serial.print(pitch);
Serial.println();
String dataString = "";
dataString += String(pitch);
File dataFile = SD.open("datalog.txt", FILE_WRITE);
if (dataFile) {
dataFile.println(dataString);
dataFile.close();
}
else {
Serial.println("error opening datalog.txt");
delayMicroseconds(10);

}

}// print a linefeed character

APPENDIX - D
PICTURES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP.
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Picture showing the top view of the experimental Setup.

Picture showing the Front View of the experimental Setup.

APPENDIX - E

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SOLID METALLIC CYLINDER.
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